PREREQUISITES

ENGL 001 A Beginning Composition & CRWT 056 Introduction to Creative Writing

1. LOWER DIVISION (20 Units – 5 Courses)

2 - Two Creative Writing survey course from:
   CRWT 046S Craft of Writing: Survey in Contemporary Fiction
   CRWT 047S Craft of Writing: Survey in Contemporary Poetry
   CRWT 048S Craft of Writing: Survey in Contemporary Nonfiction

2 - Two Introductory courses from:
   CRWT 057A Intro to Fiction
   CRWT 057B Intro to Poetry
   CRWT 057C Intro to Nonfiction

1 - One Literary survey courses from:
   CRWT 012/CPLT 012 The Writer in Writing
   CRWT 040 Fiction and Film
   CRWT 041 Poetry and Fiction: A Reading Course for Writers
   CRWT 042 Poetry and Drama: A Reading Course for Writers
   CRWT 043 Creative Writing and Ancestry
   CRWT 044 Ghost, Gods, and Monsters
   CRWT 045 The Prose Poem and “Short-Short” Story
   CRWT 076 The Verbal Coliseum
   CRWT 097H Freshman Honors Project
   ENGL 014 Major American Writers
   ENGL 015 Modern Literature
   ENGL 017 Shakespeare

2. UPPER DIVISION (56 Units – 14 Courses)

A) 3 - Workshop courses in a PRIMARY genre of interest:

  Poetry
  CRWT 150 Beginning
  CRWT 160 Intermediate
  CRWT 170 Advanced

  or

  Fiction
  CRWT 152 Beginning
  CRWT 162 Intermediate
  CRWT 172 Advanced

  or

  Nonfiction
  CRWT 130 Beginning
  CRWT 132 Intermediate
  CRWT 134 Advanced

B) 1 - Workshop in SECOND genre: CRWT 130, 132, 134, 150, 160, 170, 152, 162, 172, 164A, 164B, or 164C

C) 1 - Workshop in THIRD genre: CRWT 130, 132, 134, 150, 160, 170, 152, 162, 172, 164A, 164B, or 164C


E) *1 – (4 Unit) Upper Division course in: Art, Art History, Music, Dance or Theatre, Film & Digital Production

F) 1 – (4 Unit) Upper -Division course: CRWT 195 Senior Thesis OR any upper-division course outside of CRWT with a term paper requirement (refer to the UCR catalog course descriptions to identify whether a course has a “term paper”)

G) *4 – (4 Unit) Upper Division courses of concentration in another discipline or set of disciplines (Approved by Advisor)

*Courses used for this requirement CANNOT be CRWT courses or cross-listed with CRWT courses
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